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“HUMAN CAPEX”
Why investment in the workforce 
matters 

Marketing-Dokument
Nur für professionelle Investoren, nicht für die Weitergabe 
an Privatkunden geeignet. Comgest setzt Ihr 
Einverständnis voraus, dass Sie diese Folien teilweise in 
englischer Sprache erhalten 
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Comgest‘s ESG approach
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—Source: Comgest, for illustrative purposes only. Please refer to our Responsible Investment Policy available on our website for a full description of our ESG integration process. 
*ESG Quality Levels are assigned following the ESG analysts in-depth review which takes place when a security enters a portfolio.  While ESG quality levels cover a large majority of Comgest’s assets under management, a Quality 
Level may not be assigned for all investments, depending on the strategy.
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GLOBAL WATCHLIST

GLOBAL INVESTMENT UNIVERSE

VALUATION

PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

# Stocks

290-340

80-90

30-40

– Idea generation and high-level research
– Assess universe candidates: identifying the strongest 

business models and most dynamic growth profiles
– Analyse ESG metrics

– Shortlist of purchasable stocks, requiring team unanimity
– Deep, fundamental research to develop and monitor 

investment thesis
– ESG assessment and engagement

– Proprietary 5-year earnings and dividend discount model 
to measure upside potential

– Assign ESG Quality Levels*

– Team-based decision making
– Concentrated, high conviction portfolio, position sizes 1%-6%
– Unconstrained, bottom-up approach
– Portfolio guidelines, ongoing ESG monitoring and engagement

COMGEST INVESTMENT PROCESS
HIGHLY SELECTIVE GLOBAL STRATEGY PROCESS
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INTEGRATION
DEFINITION OF COMGEST‘S ESG-QUALITY LEVELS

Source: Comgest, for illustrative purposes only. For a full description of our ESG integration process, please refer to our Corporate Responsible Investment Policy (on our website). 

ESG – CLOSING LIGHTS ESG – LEADERS
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The concept of
„human capex“
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« OUR EMPLOYEES ARE OUR GREATEST ASSET »

Figure 1 : Quote from Richard Branson Figure 2: https://www.mea.boehringer-ingelheim.com/shrktn/mwzfyn/our-employees

Figure 3: Twitter Account  We are Mastercard

https://quotefancy.com/quote/898829/Richard-Branson-A-company-s-employees-are-its-greatest-asset-and-your-people-are-your
https://www.mea.boehringer-ingelheim.com/shrktn/mwzfyn/our-employees
https://twitter.com/wearemastercard?lang=de
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CAPITAL EXPENDITURE: 
MONEY SPENT TO “BUY, MAINTAIN, AND IMPROVE PHYSICAL ASSETS”… 

Source: Comgest, LHS: SCI, US Census Bureau, RHS: Romayne Schwartzel. 
The securities discussed above are provided for information only, are subject to change and are not a recommendation to buy or sell the securities. 

A QUICK LESSON IN FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 

Figure 4: https://s1.q4cdn.com/972909340/files/doc_presentations/2019/08/VMC-CSR-Deck-8-19-19.pdf
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… BUT ARE PHYSICAL ASSETS THE ONLY ONES 
THAT MATTER?

Source: Comgest, LHS: SCI, US Census Bureau, RHS: Romayne Schwartzel. 
The securities discussed above are provided for information only, are subject to change and are not a recommendation to buy or sell the securities. 

AND A QUICK LESSON IN “NON-FINANCIAL” ACCOUNTING

(Amounts in millions)

Fiscal Year ended January 31, 2020 

Adequate wages ?

Non-financial benefits ?

Training ?

Workforce mobility ?

HUMAN CAPEX DEFINITION: 
INVESTMENT IN THE WORKFORCE 

Figure 5: https://www.vulcanmaterialsannualreport.com/shareholders/



10Source: Comgest, Walmart, Costco. 
The securities discussed above are provided for information only, are subject to change and are not a recommendation to buy or sell the securities. .

EXAMPLE:
HOW WALMART AND COSTCO COMPARE IN HUMAN CAPEX 
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The securities discussed above are provided for information only, are subject to change and are not a recommendation to buy or sell the securities. .

INGREDIENTS OF SUCCESS

The « physical »?

Figure 7 : Comgest, Walmart, Costco 

The « PHYSICAL »?



12Source: Comgest, Walmart, Costco. 
The securities discussed above are provided for information only, are subject to change and are not a recommendation to buy or sell the securities. 

INGREDIENTS OF SUCCESS

The « intangible »?

Figure 7 : The Wall Street Journal Article 

The « INTANGIBLE »?

https://www.wsj.com/articles/why-your-summer-job-might-come-with-a-summer-bonus-11625169987?cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_2&cx_artPos=0&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s


13Source: Comgest, Walmart, Costco as of 31-Dec-2020. 
The securities discussed above are provided for information only, are subject to change and are not a recommendation to buy or sell the securities. .

Total workforce 2.2M employees 270k employees

Turnover rate of employees FY 2020: 15% reduction over 5 years 6-7% for those on the job 
for more than a year

Minimum wage $11/hour
(+2$ since 2018)

$16/hour
(+3$ since 2018)

Average hourly wage $15.25/hour $23/hour

Training Retail Opportunity, Walmart Academy, 
Pathways, Live Better You Journeys For All

Tenure and Development 75% of store management team began as hourly Average 9 years tenure
70% of warehouse managers began as hourly

COSTCO INVESTS MORE IN ITS WORKFORCE… BUT WALMART IS ALSO IMPROVING

“MIRROR, MIRROR, ON THE WALL, WHO'S THE FAIREST OF THEM ALL?”
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COSTCO – DIFFERENTIATED MEMBERSHIP MODEL WALMART – PIVOT TOWARDS CONVENIENCE

Source: Company Reports, Comgest. 
The securities discussed above are provided for information only, are subject to change and are not a recommendation to buy or sell the securities. .
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DOES ADEQUATE HUMAN CAPEX LEAD TO BETTER GROWTH? 
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Conclusion – ESG as an 
informational advantage
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We put the pieces together - and see what others do 
not see
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Thank you!
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IMPORTANT 
INFORMATION
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MAIN RISKS

The following are the main risks relevant to the strategy discussed in this presentation.

– Investing involves risk including possible loss of principal. 

– The value of all investments and the income derived therefrom can decrease as well as increase. 

– Changes in exchange rates can negatively impact both the value of your investment and the level of income received.

– Emerging markets may be more volatile and less liquid than more developed markets and therefore may involve greater risks.

– Although intended to limit or reduce investment risk, hedging strategies may also limit or reduce the potential for profit. There is no assurance that 
hedging strategies will be successful.

– Derivatives may be more sensitive to changes in market conditions and may amplify risks.

– The portfolio invests in limited number of securities and may therefore entail higher risks than those which hold a very broad spread of investments.
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CONTACTS FOR GERMANY

COMGEST DEUTSCHLANDGMBH
Sky Office
Kennedydamm 24 
40476 Düsseldorf

Tel. +49 211 44 03 87-0

Info.de@comgest.com
www.comgest.com

Thorben Pollitaras
Tel. +49 211 44 03 87-22

Andreas Franz
Tel. +49 211 44 03 87-21

Maximilian Neupert
Tel. +49 211 44 03 87-26

Silke Masuda
Tel. +49 211 44 03 87-12

Managing Director
tpollitaras@comgest.com

Investor Relations Manager Deutschland
afranz@comgest.com

Investor Relations Manager Deutschland
mneupert@comgest.com

Teamleader Marketing & Investor Services
smasuda@comgest.com
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LEGAL INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS IN GERMANY AND AUSTRIA

These presentation documents are intended exclusively for professional investors and are only meaningful together with the oral explanations. The spoken word shall prevail.
The contents of this document should not be regarded as advice regarding any potential investment, but are rather provided for the sole purpose of describing the product. The information has been 
obtained from sources which Comgest believes to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Prior to making an investment decision, the latest sales prospectus and key investor information 
which contain detailed indications of individual risks associated with the investment should be consulted. The abovementioned documents are available free of charge in German as printed documents 
from the respective paying and information agents: Marcard, Stein & Co AG, Ballindamm 36, D-20095 Hamburg (Germany) and Erste Bank der österreichischen Sparkassen AG, Am Belvedere 1, 1100 
Vienna (Austria) . They are also available to download on the website www.comgest.com. This product information does not constitute an offer or advice regarding the purchase or sale of a financial 
asset. The securities discussed herein may not be held in the portfolio at the time you receive this presentation. The estimates and opinions expressed herein are subject to change. There is no certainty 
that the forecasts contained herein will actually materialise.

The funds mentioned are aimed at investors with a long-term investment horizon. Past performance or volatility is not a reliable indicator of future performance or volatility. Changes on capital 
markets may cause the share value to fall below the amount originally invested. Investments denominated in foreign currencies may be subject to currency fluctuations, thereby having a 
positive or negative impact on the rate of return. Investing in emerging markets involves high political, economic and currency risks. 

Indices are specified independently of any retrospective comparison. Calculation basis for performance (unless otherwise stated): Net asset value excluding front-end load; Dividends reinvested. 
Individual costs such as fees, commissions and other charges are not included. These and the front-end load would have a negative impact on performance if taken into consideration. TER: Operating 
and administrative expenses, including VAT (including all expenses except transaction and installation costs).The listed ratings and awards issued by different companies are subject to change at any 
time. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION (1/3)

FOR PROFESSIONAL/QUALIFIED INVESTORS ONLY
This document has been prepared for professional/qualified investors only and may only be used by these investors.

Not investment advice
This material is for information purposes only and it does not constitute investment advice. It should not be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell a security. It
does not take into account any investor’s particular investment objectives, strategies, tax status or investment horizon. It is incomplete without the oral briefing provided by
Comgest representatives.

Not an investment recommendation
No discussion with respect to specific companies should be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security/ investment. The companies discussed
do not represent all past investments. It should not be assumed that any of the investments discussed were or will be profitable, or that recommendations or decisions made
in the future will be profitable.
Comgest does not provide tax or legal advice to its clients and all investors are strongly urged to consult their own tax or legal advisors concerning any potential investment.
This material is in no case an offer for people living in a specific jurisdiction which does not authorize the distribution of the Funds mentioned herein.

Not investment research
The information contained in this communication is not an ‘investment research’ and is classified as a ‘Marketing Communication’ in accordance with MIFID II. This means that
this marketing communication (a) has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research (b) is not
subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.

Performance disclaimer
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Any ratings and awards mentioned in this document can change at any time and do not constitute a buy
recommendation. Forward looking statements, data or forecasts may not be realised. Indexes used are for comparative purposes only and none of the portfolios discussed
seek to replicate an index.

Information provided subject to change without notice
All opinions and estimates constitute our judgment as of the date of this material and are subject to change without notice. The portfolio holdings referenced herein may not
be held at the time you receive this publication and are subject to change without notice.

Restrictions on use of information
This material and the information herein may not be reproduced (in whole or in part), republished, distributed, transmitted, displayed or otherwise exploited in any manner by
third parties without Comgest's prior written consent.

Limitation of Liability
Certain information contained in this presentation has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. No liability is accepted by
Comgest in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information. Investors shall undertake to respect the legal, regulatory and deontological measures relative to the
fight against money laundering, as well as the texts that govern their application and, if modified, investors shall ensure compliance with the applicable texts.

Fund legal documentation
Before making any investment decision, investors must read the latest offering documentation (e.g. prospectus and Key Investor Information Document (“KIID”) for UCITS
funds), available at our offices free of charge and on our website at www.comgest.com. A more detailed description of the risk factors that apply to the funds is set out in the
prospectus. The Comgest Growth funds mentioned herein are UCITS compliant sub-funds of Comgest Growth plc, an open-ended umbrella-type investment company with
variable capital and segregated liability between sub-funds incorporated in Ireland and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. The French domiciled Comgest funds
mentioned herein are UCITS compliant funds managed by Comgest S.A.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION (2/3)

Representative account information
The representative account discussed is managed in accordance with the relevant Composite since the Composite’s inception. The representative account is the open-ended
investment vehicle with the longest track record within the Composite. The performance results discussed reflect the performance achieved by the representative account.
Accordingly, the performance results may be similar to the respective composite results, but the figures are not identical and are not being presented as such. The results are
not indicative of the future performance of the representative account or other accounts and/or products described herein. Account performance will vary based upon the
inception date of the account, restrictions on the account, and other factors, and may not equal the performance of the representative account presented herein.
To receive a GIPS compliant presentation for the composite discussed contact info@comgest.com.

Trademark and index disclaimer
Product names, company names and logos mentioned herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Trucost name, logo, devices and marks are used strictly under license and are the trademarks of Trucost Plc a public limited company registered in England and Wales no.
3929223.
MSCI data may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or redisseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for a component of any financial
instruments or products or indices. None of the MSCI information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis,
forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an "as is" basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI,
each of its affiliates and each other person involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the "MSCI Parties") expressly
disclaims all warranties (including, without limitation, any warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, non-infringement, merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose) with respect to this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) or any other damages. (www.mscibarra.com).

S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC ("SPDJI"). S&P is a registered trademark of S&P Global ("S&P"); Dow Jones is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC
("Dow Jones"). These trademarks have been licensed for use by SPDJI and sublicensed for certain purposes by Comgest. Comgest's fund is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or
promoted by SPDJI, Dow Jones and S&P, their respective affiliates and none of such parties make any representation regarding the advisability of investing in the fund nor
do they have any liability for any errors, omissions, or interruptions of the index.

TOPIX Index Value and the TOPIX Marks are subject to the proprietary rights owned by the Tokyo Stock Exchange, Inc. and the Tokyo Stock Exchange, Inc. owns all rights
and know-how relating to the TOPIX such as calculation, publication and use of the TOPIX Index Value and relating to the TOPIX Marks. No Product is in any way sponsored,
endorsed or promoted by the Tokyo Stock Exchange, Inc.
The STOXX Indices are the intellectual property (including registered trademarks) of STOXX Limited, Zug, Switzerland (“STOXX”), Deutsche Börse Group or their licensors.
STOXX has not been involved in any way in the creation of Comgest products. Comgest products is neither sponsored nor promoted, distributed or in any other manner
supported by STOXX, Deutsche Börse Group or their licensors, research partners or data providers. STOXX, Deutsche Börse Group and their licensors, research partners or
data providers do not give any warranty and exclude any liability whatsoever (whether in negligence or otherwise) – including without limitation for the accuracy,
adequateness, correctness, completeness, timeliness, and fitness for any purpose – in relation to any errors, omissions or interruptions in any data contained in the Comgest
products.

Insofar as any information is included in this publication that constitutes the intellectual property rights of Morningstar, please note the following. © 2019 Morningstar. All
Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not
warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this
information. Morningstar Rating past performance is no guarantee of future results. Ratings and awards mentioned in this document can change at any time and do not
constitute a buy recommendation.

mailto:info@comgest.com
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION (3/3)

The Morningstar Rating™ is an objective, quantitative measure of a fund's historical risk-adjusted performance relative to other funds in its category. The overall rating is a 
weighted combination of the three-, five- and ten-year ratings. The top 10% of funds will receive a 5-star rating and the next 22.5% receive a 4-star rating. For more detailed 
information about Morningstar Rating, including its methodology, please go to: 
http://corporate.morningstar.com/US/documents/MethodologyDocuments/MethodologyPapers/MorningstarFundRating_Methodology.pdf. The Morningstar Analyst 
Rating™ represents Morningstar analysts’ opinion of a fund’s relative investment merit. It is a forward-looking measure and identifies analyst conviction in a fund’s long-term 
performance prospects relative to a relevant peer group. For more detailed information about Morningstar's Analyst Rating, including its methodology, please go to: 
http://corporate.morningstar.com/us/documents/MethodologyDocuments/AnalystRatingforFundsMethodology.pdf

Legal entity disclosure
Comgest S.A is a portfolio management company regulated by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers and whose registered office is at 17, square Edouard VII, 75009 Paris.
Comgest Asset Management International Limited is an investment firm regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and registered as an Investment Adviser with the U.S.
Securities Exchange Commission. Its registered office is at 46 St. Stephen's Green, Dublin 2, Ireland.
The investment professionals listed in this document are employed either by Comgest S.A., Comgest Asset Management International Limited, Comgest Far East Limited,
Comgest Asset Management Japan Ltd., Comgest US L.L.C. and Comgest Singapore Pte. Ltd.
Comgest Far East Limited is regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. Comgest Asset Management Japan Ltd. is regulated by the Financial Service
Agency of Japan (registered with Kanto Local Finance Bureau (No. Kinsho 1696)). Comgest US L.L.C is registered as an Investment Adviser with the U.S. Securities Exchange
Commission. Comgest Singapore Pte Ltd, is a Licensed Fund Management Company & Exempt Financial Advisor (for Institutional and Accredited Investors) regulated by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore.

FOR UK ONLY:
This presentation is not being distributed by, nor has it been approved for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA) by a person
authorised under FSMA. This presentation is being communicated only to persons who are investment professionals falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotions) Order 2005 (the FPO). The Investments are available only to investment professionals, and any invitation, offer or agreement to
purchase will be engaged in only with investment professionals. Any person who is not an investment professional should not rely or act on this presentation or any of its
contents. Persons in possession of this document are required to inform themselves of any relevant restrictions. No part of this presentation should be published, distributed
or otherwise made available in whole or in part to any other person.

FOR HONG KONG ONLY:
This advertisement has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong.

FOR SINGAPORE ONLY:
This advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. 

FOR AUSTRALIA ONLY :
Comgest Far East Limited is regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission under Hong Kong laws, which differ from Australian laws. Comgest Far East Limited is
exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence under the Australian Corporations Act in respect of the financial services that it provides. This
material is directed at “wholesale clients” only and is not intended for, or to be relied upon by, “retail investors” (as defined in the Australian Corporations Act).

Comgest Singapore Pte. Ltd. is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under Singaporean laws, which differ from Australian laws. Comgest Singapore Pte. Ltd. is
exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence under the Australian Corporations Act in respect of the financial services that it provides. This
material is directed at “wholesale clients” only and is not intended for, or to be relied upon by, “retail investors” (as defined in the Australian Corporations Act).

http://corporate.morningstar.com/US/documents/MethodologyDocuments/MethodologyPapers/MorningstarFundRating_Methodology.pdf
http://corporate.morningstar.com/us/documents/MethodologyDocuments/AnalystRatingforFundsMethodology.pdf
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